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TT No.37: Mike Latham - Sat 26 December 2015: The Evo-Stik League First 

Division North; Witton Albion 1-1 Warrington Town; Attendance: 410; Admission: 

£9; Programme: £2; Goal-den Goal ticket: £1. 

Wincham Park was something of a leap in the dark for Witton Albion when it was 

built in the late 1980s but has since become something of a ground-breaking 

prototype ever since.  

When the Albs left their historic town centre Central Park ground in Northwich and 

sold it for supermarket development they became the trailblazers for many clubs 

throughout the country.  

I remember visiting the newly-built, Wincham Park during its early days and being 

less than impressed. I was fortunate to start my groundhopping career long before, 

when opportunities to visit old, established and historic grounds were far more 

prevalent than they are today.  

These days groundhopping is often an exercise in ticking sanitised new grounds, all 

looking virtually the same rather than a unique experience and Witton Albion 

seemed to signal that brave new world, the shape of things to come. I remember 

thinking that groundhopping would never be the same again.  

25 years on from my first visit I went back to Wincham, now known as the NetDec 

Stadium, and must admit some of my initial reservations had been changed by the 

passage of time.  

First of all, there was a game to enjoy, a fantastic achievement by the club and 

the only game to survive the awful weather in Evo-Stik North. The pitch had stood 

up well to the recent deluges and held up remarkably easily.  

Witton's ground is located in an out-of-town development to the north of 

Northwich and found by a left-hand turn through an industrial estate. Long-

standing rivals Northwich Victoria set up shop virtually next door but after their 

well-documented problems now ground-share at Wincham and are the 'home' team 

in the Salt Town derby on Monday. I enjoyed the irony in the descriptions to the 

away grounds in the excellent match-day programme: entitled Away Day Albs, it 

read: "On Monday we visit local rivals Northwich Victoria at their superb ground, 

the NetDec Stadium The ground has an outstanding social club and a well-stocked 

bar, and one of the best pitches in the league. It is painted in a lovely red colour 

and has ample parking facilities.  

"The postcode is CW9 6DA and if you get lost in the town centre, just stop and ask 

any passer-by to direct you to the only football ground in the town."  

Talking of the programme, it extends to 40 pages and has an excellent balance of 

historic and contemporary articles, clearly a labour of love for Editor Steve Yoxall. 

It drives home just what a hotbed of football Northwich remains and what a rich 



history the round ball game has in these parts. It's clear from the historical articles 

that the rivalry with Vics remains as fervent though good natured as it ever was.  

So, there we are; a ground I disliked on my first visit now seen through fresh eyes. 

It's not quite garlic bread, but it was the future. Many similar grounds have sprung 

up, and they have pros and cons for supporters and groundhoppers.  

Pros on a wet day were a good surface, easy parking, a warm welcome at the 

turnstiles- the young man on the turnstile later standing alongside me on the 

terrace with his dad, decent tea bar, fantastic programme, clear tannoy 

announcements, cover on four sides including a decent main stand, excellent 

social club with real ale and the feeling that you were still watching a club with a 

tradition and spirit.  

Visitors Warrington Town, chasing Vics for the title were second best throughout a 

decent game but salvaged a point with a disputed penalty fifteen minutes from 

time. I thought Witton looked the more purposeful side throughout and are clearly 

on the up under their newly-appointed management team after a disappointing 

start to the season following relegation last season. They led with a well-worked 

goal following a long throw but what proved to be the decisive moment came just 

before half-time when the excellent Warrington 'keeper saved a penalty.  

If all grounds were like Wincham Park I'm not sure I'd ever have started 

groundhopping. There are now many similar looking grounds throughout the 

country, in out-of-town locations. Once stood inside you be virtually anywhere in 

the country. But what was clear from my return was that Witton Albion have 

retained their sense of history, link with the town and have many fervent 

supporters. I wish them well and enjoyed my visit far more than I did a generation 

ago. 
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